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MEETING AGENDA

• Introduction 

• Charge of the Committee and Assumptions of the Work

• Discussion of Restore Illinois Plan

• Presentation and Discussion of the Emerging Models for Instruction 

in the fall

• General Questions for consideration

• Other Issues

• Next Steps 

• Next Meeting:  May 22, 2020 – Health and Safety



CHARGE OF THIS COMMITTEE

• The discussions of this committee will do three things:

 Consider the appropriate questions that need to be answered as we think about

how to most effectively provide instruction in the fall.

 Provide guiding principles for Illinois’ community colleges as they discuss

their various reopening scenarios in the fall.

 Provide recommendations and considerations for the Higher Education

Coordinating Committee, convened by IBHE that includes representatives from

community colleges, public universities, private, not-for-profit universities, and

IBHE, ICCB, and the Federation of Independent Illinois Colleges and

Universities (FICU).



ASSUMPTIONS

• All campuses are already working on these problems and more.

• Health and safety considerations are at the forefront of every conversation.

• Though every institution is unique, learning from one another as we process these 

challenges can lead to better decision making and more consistency across the 

system. 

• Every institutions is committed to following Illinois Department of Public Health 

(IDPH) and other state and federal guidelines.  

• The work of this committee will not supersede any requirements or state and 

federal guidelines.



ADDITIONAL ASSUMPTIONS?













Big Question: What are the implications for 
community colleges in 
Illinois?

Institutional Question: How do community colleges 
conduct instruction in the 
Fall?

Institutional Question: What are the important 
Health and Safety 
Considerations as community 
colleges consider decisions 
about the fall?

Institutional Question: How do we provide good 
Student Services in the 
COVID-19 context?



WHAT QUESTIONS DO WE NEED ANSWERED

ABOUT THE RESTORE ILLINOIS PLAN?



TIMELINE

• May 15th: Instructional strategies for the fall of 2020.

• May 22nd: Health and safety  as returning plans are considered.

• May 29th: Student support strategies in the COVID-19 environment.

• June 5th: Consideration of guiding principles from the three previous 

conversations.*

The meetings will be scheduled via a zoom call from 2:30pm until 4:30pm on these 

four subsequent Friday afternoons.

*Dependent upon the pace of events, this last meeting may be moved up or 

eliminated in favor of an individual review process.



TODAY’S TOPIC: INSTRUCTION

• Models of Instruction

• Consider the appropriate questions that need to be answered as we think about how 

to most effectively provide instruction in the fall.

• General Discussion



FULLY ONLINE IN THE FALL:  

100% OF INSTRUCTION TAKES PLACE REMOTELY

• Advantages: 

 Best option for immediate health and safety of students and faculty.

 Would reduce some of the cleaning and PPE cost barriers that are bound to emerge.

 Would mitigate against the ”fear factor” of students, faculty and staff.

• Disadvantages:

 Could significantly reduce enrollment in all programs, but especially in CTE programs.

 Lack of technology resources may impact some students more than others (i.e. digital divide 

considerations). 

 Could reduce the effectiveness of student services.

 Could impact the success of students in their courses overall.  

 Especially difficult to conduct adult education and remedial education programs in this model.

 Training needs for faculty, staff and students.

 Significant financial risk.



DISCUSSION OF ADVANTAGES AND

DISADVANTAGES OF THE FULLY ONLINE MODEL

• What will it take for students to be able to learn effectively and be successful in alternative, remote or 

online formats in the fall? 

• What will the technology requirements for students in this model?  Can the system assist them in 

meeting these requirements?  How so?

• What will it take for faculty to be ready to teach effectively and be successful in an alternative, remote 

or online format in the fall?

• How do we ensure CTE students are able to meet the competencies needed to meet their certification / 

licensure / accreditation requirements in a fully alternative, remote, or online model?

• How do we do remediation and adult education in an alternative, remote, or online environment?

• How will assessment of student learning need to adapt in a fully remote, alternative, or online format? 

• What funding needs are required to meet the challenges of this model?

WHAT OTHER QUESTIONS NEED TO BE ANSWERED?



HYBRID MODEL: 

ONLINE AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE; SOME CTE / LIMITED LABS ON CAMPUS

• Advantages: 
 CTE programs would be able to continue, serving a key community college set of students.

 Could help flatten out enrollment concerns; CTE is a key element of serving unemployed Illinois citizens.

 Would mitigate against some of the local criticism about closing of colleges.

 Would be able to provide more in-person support options.

• Disadvantages:
 Health and safety of students and faculty can never be 100% guaranteed in an on-campus scenario, even 

when modified.

 Creates opportunities for congregate settings (classrooms, common spaces, etc.), though these can be more 
limited in a hybrid model.

 Would need to be mindful of Restore Illinois phases; Could lead to additional incompletes / withdrawals if 
your region were to have to return to an earlier phases or Stay at Home Order. 

 Might need to retool instructional strategies to modularize or frontload face to face competency requirements.

 Significant cleaning and PPE cost considerations. 

 Would have to manage the ”fear factor” of students, faculty and staff.



DISCUSSION OF ADVANTAGES AND

DISADVANTAGES OF THE HYBRID MODEL

• How will assessment of student learning need to adapt, particularly for CTE 

programs, if programs transition back to online? 

• How will instructional models need to be adapted to mitigate against a quick 

movement back to an alternative, remote or online learning format?

• What equipment do students need to transition to remote learning quickly if 

necessary, again?

• What are the needs of faculty and staff to adjust to this model?

• What funding needs are required to meet the challenges of this model?

WHAT OTHER QUESTIONS NEED TO BE ANSWERED?



RETURN TO FULLY IN-PERSON INSTRUCTION, TYPICAL

NUMBER OF ONLINE / IN-PERSON CLASSES

• Advantages:
 Return to a “Business as usual” approach.

 May mitigate against community criticism over “closing” of campus.

• Disadvantages:
 There is no “Business as usual” approach, even in this model.

 Greatest risk to student health and safety.  

 Creates opportunities for congregate settings (classrooms, common spaces, etc.)

 Would need to be mindful of Restore Illinois phases; Could lead to additional 
incompletes / withdrawals if your region were to have to return to an earlier phases or 
Stay at Home Order. 

 Would probably need to retool instructional strategies to modularize or frontload face 
to face competency requirements.

 Significant / astronomical cleaning and PPE cost considerations. 

 Would have to manage the ”fear factor” of students, faculty and staff.



DISCUSSION OF ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

OF THE FULLY IN-PERSON MODEL

• How will instructional models need to be adapted to mitigate against a 

quick movement back to an alternative, remote or online learning 

format?

• What equipment do students need to transition to remote learning 

quickly if necessary, again?

• What are the needs of faculty and staff to adjust to this model?

• What funding needs are required to meet the challenges of this model?

WHAT OTHER QUESTIONS NEED TO BE ANSWERED?



GENERAL DISCUSSION

• What lessons have we learned to make an emergency transition to 

alternative, remote or online instruction more effective in the future? 

• Are there lessons learned from previous shifts in unemployment (08, 

etc.) that the college should consider as they plan for the next two 

academic years? 

• How do colleges approach dual credit with uncertainty about the K-

12 schedule for the next academic year (e.g., starting earlier, later, 

online only, etc.)?



GENERAL DISCUSSION

• How will programs need to be changed in a post-COVID-19 

environment? 

• How can courses or programs restructured to accommodate for 

limited social distancing requirements? 

• What are some of the funding needs you can envision as campuses 

make their fall transition; whatever model may ultimately be adopted?



OTHER ISSUES FROM THE COMMITTEE?



NEXT STEPS



NEXT MEETING: MAY 22, 2020 –

HEALTH AND SAFETY


